TRANSFORMING CUSTOMER
RELATIONSHIPS THROUGH IMPROVED
BILLING COMMUNICATIONS
Today’s digital lifestyle is all about improving customer
experiences. Billing is an essential interaction and a vital
part of your customer’s experience. It’s the one regular
touch-point you have with each and every customer.
With Brite:Bill, you can make it count.

7 Grand Canal Street Lower, Dublin 2, Ireland.
+353 1 661 9426 | info@britebill.com | www.britebill.com
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WELCOME TO BRITE:BILL
Brite:Bill revolutionizes the way service providers present

FOCUS ON DESIGN & CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE MANAGEMENT

and manage billing communications. Cold notifications

We love good design. Brite:Bill is a design-led company

and

focused

demands

for

payment

are

transformed

into

on

the

customer

management.

simplicity of great design should be applied to billing

customer interactions by pre-empting questions, tackling

communications, and that’s a big part of how we deliver

issues and highlighting appropriate new services through

value. We are experts in considering how to optimize

personalized targeted messages and persuasive content.

the best outcomes for both the service provider and the

Business customers get the insights they need through

customer when it comes to bill presentment. We have

tailored analytics and customizable dashboards to easily

developed unique insights through the application of

understand costs and service usage through beautifully

disciplines such as information architecture, behavioral

rendered, graphs, tables and alerts.

science and user experience. When developing our

and strengthening customer relationships with both
Consumer and Corporate customers.

that

the

experience

the Brite:Bill platform service providers can improve

beyond revenue collection alone and towards building

believe

of

customer centric and engaging communications. With

Service providers need billing communications that look

We

quality

elegance

and

designs we consider aspects such as fonts, colors and
tone of voice.

The end billing communications are

visually compelling, clear and easy to understand, greatly
improving customer experience and satisfaction.

WHY BRITE:BILL?

LIGHT-TOUCH INTEGRATION

Bills have a bad reputation; people dread receiving

We transform how bills are managed and presented

them and they often bring little beyond bad news.

without complicated or time-consuming core billing

Bad reputations are built on bad experiences and for

system replacement. The solution uses light-touch

consumers bills have always been either dull, depressing,

integration to the core billing system, pulling the billing

confusing, or all of the above.

data and displaying it in easily understood charts,

Business customers have the added headache of trying
to decipher their organizations billing data — what
departments are using which mobile services and how
much does it all cost?
Few service providers have figured out that things
could be so much better... because frankly, billing can
be better. After all it is the only regular communication
that customers receive and take notice of. When they are
wrong customers get mightily annoyed. When they are
confusing or off-putting they convey a poor impression of

graphs and alerts.

By de-coupling the data from the

core billing engine it enables dramatic improvements to
the presentation of information, without the need for
complex billing engine work.
According to Gartner Analyst, Neil Osmond “Brite:Bill’s
solutions provide CSPs with personalized, graphical
presentations of their customers’ bills. What makes
this cool is the light-touch integration to existing billing
systems, which enables the solution to be deployed
relatively quickly.”

the people and companies that send them. Bad bills kill

In short, we make your bills better without complicated

good relationships

or time-consuming core billing system replacement.
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KEEP THE CALL CENTER SWEET
Our research shows that your call centers get more calls

BETTER BILLING WITHOUT THE HUGE
INVESTMENT

about bills than just about anything else. We know that

The Brite:Bill solution provides recommendations for

call centers are expensive to run, and that if there are

individual customers and proactive care to combat churn.

billing errors to resolve you’ll typically swallow the cost

We’re not in the game of asking you to ditch your

just to keep your customers happy. But with clearer and

investment in your existing billing systems and processes.

more personalized bills customers are much less likely to

Our philosophy is to enhance what you have and make it

pick up the phone. The bill itself answers the query.

really fit for the future. You’ve invested in systems and

Brite:Bill’s clients have told us that we’ve helped them
reduce inbound bill-related queries by up to 30%. This
provides a return on investment within 12 months. Let’s
repeat that — less than 12 months for ROI.

can’t afford to replace them? No problem. You see, we are
in the business of presentation – and fabulous, elegant
and engaging presentation at that.
So, if you’re a service provider you can start to engage
with customers in meaningful and relevant ways using the
most important document you send to your customers;
the bill, and the richest data set you have; the billing data.

BENEFITS

KEEP CUSTOMERS LOYAL
“Switching” is pretty hot right now. Customers are moving
around with ever increasing freedom — and bad bills will
make them move. Here are some numbers on when a
customer will leave:

REDUCTION IN CALL
CENTER VOLUMES

IMPROVED NPS

17% leave after a single service mishap

40% leave after two blunders
LOWER TECHNICAL
TCO

IMPROVED
CROSS/UP SELLING

INCREASED
SELF SERVICE ADOPTION

INCREASED
CUSTOMER RETENTION
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28%

leave after a third mistake

85%

leave after bad customer service

PERSONALIZED BILLING BEYOND NAME & BILL TOTAL

FOCUS ON LINGUISTICS & PERSUASIVE
CONTENT

A key differentiating capability of the Brite:Bill platform

Brite:Bill gives you the ability to talk to customers in a

is the ability to deliver a personalized billing experience

more meaningful way. Our creative team helps you

to reflect the circumstances of individual subscribers.

shape what to say, how to say it, and where to place key

The long-term key to omnichannel success lies in highly

targeted messages and calls to action. Together, we make

personalized engagement. If the bill is to truly become a

customer communications that are easier to understand

strategic customer communication tool it needs to reflect

and radically improve the customer experience of your

a number of things such as the customer’s context, the

brand.

competitive landscape, new offerings, service issues etc.
Brite:Bill can tailor care, sales and marketing messages
to pro-actively help each and every subscriber. Brite:Bill

ISSUES THAT WE SOLVE

advances bill personalization combining factual data,



A subscriber receiving their first bill

such as how long the customer has been with the service



A subscriber confused by partial charges



A subscriber who has spent more than usual on data
and has ‘bill shock’



A subscriber who has not used much of the data

provider and what products and services they subscribe
to, with behavioral data, such as usage details, enabling
the service provider to create targeted messaging
specific to each individual customer. The data can be
retrieved dynamically from different systems to trigger
decisioning and personalization rules. Operators can
set different rules for different channels (print, web or
mobile) to deliver personalized messages. For example
if a customer goes over their data plan or is coming near
the end of their contract.
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allowance they pay for

Consumer
Billing
With Brite:Bill you can improve customer engagement
and positively affect customer behavior through this one
key regular touch-point, the bill.
Brite:Bill replaces dreaded and dull bills with modern,
personalized communications with targeted messages
to transform the way service providers interact with
customers.

PRODUCT FEATURES


Automated Notification System: Trigger
automated notifications to the customer, for
example, when they have exceeded their data plan



Multi-channel Bill Presentation: Deliver improved
billing across paper, mobile and responsive web



Dynamic Bill Presentation Design: Customercentric design principles applied to bill presentation
for optimum end-user experience



Catering for First bill, Pro-ration and Out
of Bundle Explanations: Clearer, simplified
communications to prevent frequently occurring
customer issues and queries



Personalization Engine: Deliver targeted marketing
messages to each and every customer



Integration into Existing Self-care Application:
Seamless access to billing and account details



Consolidate Billing Data from Various Billing
Systems: Present unified information on one bill
under one brand
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Corporate
Billing
Give your most valued customers the insights they need.
Brite:Bill’s highly flexible reporting and analytics toolkit
delivers a customized dashboard view of billing and user
data reports for corporate customers.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Bill Consolidation: Consolidate billing accounts into





a single invoice for a given corporate or SME
Flexible Integration with Existing Systems:



Multi-channel Bill Presentation: Deliver improved
billing across paper, mobile and responsive web



Hosted or On-Premises: Can be deployed within

Integrates into existing billing environments with no

the Enterprise on any standard hardware and Linux-

need to change legacy systems

based operating systems or can be deployed in the
cloud as a managed service

CORPORATE ANALYZER
To serve the needs for large complex accounts, customers can manage their own hierarchy
for reporting purposes (via department structure or cost centers). Support for single or
multiple billing accounts within a corporate and multiple unlimited hierarchy levels.

PRODUCT FEATURES




Bill Notifications: Set up & send notifications



information that is relevant to their position in the

complex notification preferences

corporate hierarchy

Setup and Management: Setup may import the



corporate account structure from existing CRM or

Report Builder: Build custom analytics and usage
reports

billing system


Role-Based: Allow users to view only the

using a configurable user interface to manage

Billing Account Hierarchy Support: Creation
and management of corporate hierarchies. Parent
and child billing accounts can be maintained and
updated automatically
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“I strongly believe in innovative ways to improve customer engagement and Brite:Bill gives
us a great opportunity to improve customer relationships through open, transparent and
personalized bills.”

Asim Quereshi - Director, Enterprise Billing at Rogers Communications

“We have enhanced our existing eBilling capability for our corporate customers using Brite:Bill
technology. We now communicate with our customers via consolidated invoices in a more
engaging, personalized way.”

Billing Manager, Vodafone

“The Brite:Bill platform enables Sprint to deliver a flexible invoice presentation across customer
touch-points. The solution supports the enhancement of our seamless multi-channel customer
experience.”

Scott Rice - Vice President, IT Care and Billing Services, Sprint

“We chose Brite:Bill because we wanted to be able to offer different customer experiences to
different types of customers and for different services. We also wanted a single system which
could provide the ability to present bills in whatever way our customers prefer.”

Dervilla Mullan - Director of Online, Eir
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DUBLIN HQ

LONDON

PHILADELPHIA

7 Grand Canal Street Lower,

413 Screen Works,

100 N. 18th Street,

Dublin 2

22 Highbury Grove,

Suite 300, Philadelphia,

N5 2EF

Pennsylvania, 19103

+353 1 661 9426

+1 267 207 3503
MADRID

TORONTO

Avda. Juan Carlos I,

2 County Court Blvd.

no. 13, 6º B,

Suite 400, Brampton,

Torre de la Garena,

Ontario

Alcalá de Henares,

L6W 3W8

28806

+1 905 595 6827

+34 911 379 079

Philadelphia

BETTER BILLING
CAN START RIGHT NOW

7 Grand Canal Street Lower, Dublin 2, Ireland.
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